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SWEDISH COMPANY ABSTRACTA 

LAUNCHES THE UNIQUE AIRWAVE PARTITION 

DESIGNED BY STEFAN BORSELIUS

LAMMHULT, 7 FEBRUARY 2012

Abstracta is launching the module-based Airwave partition screen, once 

again demonstrating its talent for finding innovative designs for modern 

office/public environments.

“My intention with Airwave was to create a partition with a softer look and feel which has an im-

pact on the whole space,” says the designer Stefan Borselius. 

Airwave is a module system designed to form a screen that can be hung up in no time, as the 

modules simply hook onto one another. The impression created by the module system can be 

varied depending on how the different modules are combined. They can be hung in groups or in 

long rows.

Each module is slightly tapered. If they are hung close together with every other vertical line in the 

opposite direction, a wave pattern is formed.

If they are hung one after the other, all facing the same direction, a small wedge-shaped space 

appears between them, giving the module system a more open appearance. 

Airwave has a body made from polyurethane, a material which is usually found in upholstered 

furniture. This makes the partition sound-absorbent. The surface is flocked in various colours. 

The module system can easily be assembled/hooked up on a ceiling- or wall-mounted rail.

Stefan Borselius started working with Abstracta on designs in 2006 and together they have 

produced a series of acclaimed and successful products. The first of these products was Air-

flake, a sound-absorbent partition with a snowflake-inspired design, which was instrumental to 

Abstracta’s international success.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

Åsa van Drumpt, Marketing Manager, +4670-697 26 41 or asa.vandrumpt@abstracta.se

FOR PRODUCT IMAGES, OR TO BORROW PRODUCTS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY, PLEASE CONTACT:

Johanna Ekblad, Marketing Assistant, +46472-26 96 49 or johanna.ekblad@abstracta.se

High-res images are available at www.abstracta.se.

Abstracta develops and markets products for creative environments. With our product ranges: acoustics, meetings, work-

stations and storage, we offer innovative workspaces to our customers in private and public companies, as well as government 

organizations and the education sector. Abstracta is a part of Lammhults Design Group. 
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